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About This Game

Pax Romana: Romulus is an RPG/Adventure game that takes the mythological story of Romulus and Remus, legendary founders
of Rome, on a different fiction. In the meantime, let the players create their own farm and design home.

Sometimes tragic and sometimes funny events of our protagonist Romulus will vary depending on the decisions of the players.
In our adventure in the ancient world, we will encounter mythological characters as well as the original characters. Especially the

eyes of the gods will be on our hero throughout this adventure. On the other hand, players will be able to design and develop
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their home and farm.

GAME MAP

FEATURES

Story: Get ready for an elaborated and breath-taking story.

Open-World:  Explore an ancient world with forests, rivers, towns, farms, caves and temples.

Basic Needs: Fulfil hunger and energy needs to maintain of character’s vitality.

Health: Don’t be afraid of death! There are no enemies here that can hurt or kill you!

Gathering Resources: Collect wood, stone, plants etc. and create new items.
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Craft System: With more than 100 objects choice, design your house and farm. Show your difference!

Farming: Sow seeds, give water and harvest. Buy livestock, feed them and make use of their products.

Up-to-dateness: Be ready for the new quests and items to be added continuously.
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Title: Pax Romana: Romulus
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Locus Ludus
Publisher:
Locus Ludus
Release Date: 27 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10/8/7/Vista/XP/2000

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1366x768 or better display

English
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Not what I expected at all.. This is not a good hidden-object game. I wasn't impressed by the gameplay or graphics at all. Most
of the hidden objects looked blended together with the background. The gameplay was tedious and boring. I never felt like I
needed to hurry and help someone in the game. There was no element of surprise, danger, or urgency. There was a place called
The Secret Room. There was a hidden-object scene in The Secret Room. I was supposed to click on a Sagittariaus symbol.
Nothing happened when I did that. It was impossible to finish that hiidden-object scene. I had to request a refund for this game.
Most of the Artifex Mundi games are much better than this one.. Got this as an old Star Control 2 player and wanted to have a
similar experience as I did on that game as it's clearly one of my all time favorite games. At it's core it's very similar in playstyle
to SC2. It is obvious it was strongly influenced by it. It's not exactly the same game though. Close enough to make an old fan
like me happy to play a game like this again. I've been having fun with it.. seemed like a fun game, and its defintly interesting,
but it seems like a crazy balancing act in the beginning. some times i would click one plant to tend to, and it would hit a
different one near it. dont know if im going to keep it and see how it develops or return it.. This has really stupid bad puzzles. I
hate this game . I wont finish this one.. Uplink, the 12-year old "hacking simulator", is possibly the finest game of its type yet
created. But it is definitely showing its age and I'm not averse to trying something new. On the face of it, Hacker Evolution
Duality looks to be an excellent successor to that beloved classic. But first appearances are frequently misleading.

Hacker is not a game; it is a collection of dull and fiddly mini-games. While it has an excellent presentation, the gameplay itself
is nothing more than pushing a button at the right time; an uninteresting race against the clock that you need to repeat dozens of
times in each mission. It looks great - it has the appearance of Hollywood hacking nailed - but it quickly degenerates into
uninteresting repetitiveness. And just to make things even less fun, the controls were stiff and unresponsive; just the thing for a
game that demands quick reflexes. Despite its stylish gloss, the game fails to engage on almost every other levels and ultimately
is not particularly fun.. Not Recommended. I managed to bag this for \u00a37.99 at a recent sale and all is worth it by a large
way.
Pros:
- 4 locos - LNER B1, LNER O4, LMS 8F, LMS 4F
- Different scenarios and challenges.
- Rolling stock.
- Quick drives (When you are driving one loco, on the other side of the track you will pass other locos whether its the same class
or different making way for a good photo\/screenshot opportunity.
- Route is realistic for hours of fun
- Value

Cons:
- Incorrectly states - LNER V2. It appears in the game but is NOT drivable.
- All locos 4F, 8F, B1, O4 has been copies from previous add-ons with same sounds.
- O4 can be a little dull
- Old assets can question whether its worth the price

When I bought this product I only had the 4F and O4. I mainly got this pack for the 8F and B1 which would of costed a bit
more.

Apart from the drawbacks - a fantastic add-on I feel - I give it a 7.5\/10
. i have been tricked X_X
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If you watch my series on Youtube, you're bound to think I'm not going to recommend this game. But yet, I am. And here's why:
this is the type of game that I don't like. BUT, it is the type of game that some people DO like. And I think there's enough here
that people will enjoy. It's not my cup of tea but it's definitely going to be SOME people's cup of tea. There's first person
platforming (which I hate) but some people don't mind it. There's some small puzzle solving. There's an enemy I couldn't figure
out how to beat. It's the devs first game and it's been patched like 20 times in the week it's been out so they are working HARD
on fixing all the issues it had. So, I gotta recommend it. Even if I personally didn't care for it. Check out my series to see what
the game was like on launch day if you want.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GAjNjxlRHgU&list=PL08FwntTpxPAnCbawtXpSTezqA7d6sq8L. Simply amazing.
Literally the best Chess game on Steam. Nostalgia goggles or not, I remember playing this game on my Dads old PC - an Amiga,
no less - sitting up in the morning before school sneaking a few games in, sitting up at night before bed watching him play. It
was a different time. A better time.

It might be old, but there are some things that never go out of style. The game offers a game of Chess in both "3D"
pixelated\/voxel graphics with medieval characters as playing pieces instead of figures, and a standard "2D" mode that is merely
a simple top down view of a standard chess board with appropriate images for each piece. You can play hotseat\/couch
multiplayer, or you can pit two CPU (lovingly called I.B.M's in this game) players against each other and watch the carnage.
Back in the day, I remember sitting and waiting for minutes at a time until each CPU made a move once the was underway, but
those problems are somewhat lessened now, it's good. On higher difficulty levels the CPU does like to take its time though.

You can also customise the board, allowing you to handicap or enhance yourself as you see fit - feel like putting 23 Pawns and 1
King against 7 Rooks and 1 King? You can totally do that, if you want.

Every single piece has a unique death animation and elimination animation for every other piece on the board, as well.
Surprising amount of depth in a game this old, but this game was made back when developers actually cared about the game that
was being created (I.E it wasn't made by a bunch of freelancer game designers with no loyalty to the studio or the project) so
that can be expected. This means each piece has 6 death animations and 6 attacking animations, some of them are very creative
and interesting - especially the Checkmate and attacks from the King animations.

Interestingly enough, this seems to be a slightly different version to the one I remember, at least with the sounds. The death
animation of a Knight when killed by a Pawn used to have the Knight make a much deeper, longer "ooooh" sound, but in this
version it is just a high pitched squeaky "ugh" instead. Perhaps there were different versions of the game and this one is just
different the one I played, though. Only the sounds (and maybe the cursor colours) seem different though, everything else is the
same - gameplay hasn't changed at all, it's still great.

Of course there are problems, such as the game not handling being Alt+Tabbed very well, and the fact you'll need to adjust your
mouses DPI really low (or use a rollerball mouse hehehe) in order to have a smoother experience playing the game, but once you
get over those issues, it's great. It's not going to be a game you get 1000 hours in, sure, but it's still the best chess game on Steam.
If you like chess, you should buy it.

If you don't like chess, just close your eyes and assume it's another one of those trash indie "pixels r art, voxels r cultur" games
that seem so popular these days and pretend you're trendy and hip for adding another one to your collection or something.

Thanks for releasing this again, as more readily available and commercially viable to acquire product. It's one of the first games
I ever played, next to Cannon Fodder, QBASIC Gorillas and Doom.. This locomotive is so realistic!!! This past summer I got to
run a 2-8-2T locomotive and when I think of how the throttle feels when you pull off and when you put on the cylinder
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it really feels like your actually running a real live steam engine I reccomend this to anyone
who is interested in steam locomotives! I need some help on the lubercation still I'm still learning that but still this is an
awesome locomotive!. Golden Realms not only adds a significant amount of content to the base game, but it also solves a
number of issues that AoW III had, massively improving the game.

As far as new content goes, the game adds a new race (Halflings), a new independent dwelling (Nagas), two new spheres of
magic, a new campaign, a new victory condition (seals), and new buildings (special buildings and turrets).

The Halflings are the most unique race in AoW III, as they get their own mechanic, lucky, which allows them to dodge
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incoming attacks based on their morale. The already-existing morale mechanic therefore becomes even more important than it
was before, and the race really fits very well into the rest of the game instead of feeling tacked-on. The Nagas pull the focus a
little bit towards naval combat. Always a bit underwhelming in strategy games, the Nagas let you increase your naval power
without losing your land power. The spheres of magic are interesting. The partisan sphere lets you use hit-and-run tactics, while
the wild magic sphere does random things and is funny to use.

The new campaign is short. To be honest, I disliked the voice actor who did the big wall-of-text stories that I already dislike
about AoW, but that's the main concern. The campaign makes sure you get to play with all the new toys of the expansion and
the final mission was one of the most challenging scenarios of AoW III that I've played.

The new victory condition, the seals of power, is a fantastic addition to AoW III. Like many turn-based strategy games, AoW III
has the tendency to put you in the position where you've practically won the game, but have to slog over half the map in order to
get rid of the last enemies. The Seals prevent that. Every turn in which you have an army on top of a seal, you gain one charge,
and after you get a specific number of charges, you win the game. But you have to keep the army there, and it better be large
enough to defend itself against the random enemies the seal spawns now and then. The seals massively speed up the game,
especially on huge maps.

The new buildings are equally important. As you capture independent treasure sites around your cities, you can unlock new
buildings to build in those cities. This really lets you specialize your cities, which is great, because in the base game, every city
was pretty much the same and it didn't matter where you produced your units. The turrets are the best addition to AoW III,
however. During a city siege, they will automatically attack one random besieging unit every turn. In the base game, you could
comfortably bombard the city's walls and defenders from far away and just wait for them to come outside. This is no longer
possible, because the turrets will hurt you quite badly if you do. This makes besieging cities a lot more fun and challenging than
it was before.

All in all, the Golden Realms solves a few of the biggest issues that AoW III had, while also adding extra content. It is a definite
recommendation and I wouldn't want to play the game without it anymore.. This concept behind the game is awesome. The
execution is terrible - it's not fun to play. I was very dissappointed.
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